Error Analysis

The Error Analysis (EA) has four (4) parts.

An EA table is required with each of your graded Unit Tests.

1. Write the Test #, Date, and Score in the designated spaces. The columns in the table name types of errors. All error types listed may not be appropriate to a given Unit Test. Should other types of errors be needed you can name the blank columns yourself. Upon examining your answer sheet, note the assigned NUMBERS of the problems you got wrong. For EACH problem you got wrong, write the PROBLEM NUMBER vertically in the "Problem #" column and then put an "X" in the column(s) that identify the type of error(s) you have made in that particular problem.

The three-part commentary - Beginning on the reverse side of the EA table, complete the following. Use additional sheets, if necessary. **DO NOT MAKE CORRECTIONS ON YOUR TEST OR WORKSHEETS.**

For EACH problem you got wrong,
2. Explain BRIEFLY. IN WORDS, what you did wrong.
3. Explain BRIEFLY, IN WORDS, what you are going to do to correct your error(s).
4. "Hindsight is 20-20 vision." - **CORRECT** your error(s). **Show all work.**

You must complete all parts before submitting the EA or it will not be accepted. The EA table and the three-part commentary, completed as described above, should be stapled on top of the test packet. All of this must be submitted in class on the due date.

Grading
See Syllabus (Grading Policy)
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